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� Web 2.0 is group of 
tools, but also it 
makes posible a new 
way of way of 
communication: the 
“network society” 
(Castells)



In following slides…

� We have some ideas to 
promote the use of web 
2.0 among our learners.

� Aim� Aim
� Help our learners to become 

net-citizens

� Why?

� e-inclusion

� Independen users of ICT tools

� Self-learners



Phase State Characteristic Competence

Information Observer Seniors are able to recognise
a range of tools and know
what they can be used for.

To surf, to see other people’s
contributions.

To communicate with family and
friends through basic communication
tools (e-mail or messenger).

Awareness Understand Seniors are able to recognise
the impact of the tools and
how the information was
generated.

To gauge the reliability of
information, to see advantages and
useful possibilities of the data they
have located. To put the information
into a context and maximise theirinto a context and maximise their
knowledge.

Involvement Participate Seniors are motivated to
write content in the web and
they feel sufficiently
empowered.

Ability to write in forums or familiar
notice boards (e.g. in local
associations) or add comments.

Actuation Active Seniors are not afraid to write
or change web content.

They are able to defend their
rights and also ask for
information and help
properly.

Ability to add content, ask for
correction or information and defend
their rights. They can also take part
in the net community using group
communication technology. Ability to
become editors or moderators.



Publications

� International Conference on Education and New 
Learning Technologies (EDULEARN09), Barcelona, 
july 2009

� “Methodological proposal for an ICT activation among senior � “Methodological proposal for an ICT activation among senior 
learners”

� “Pilot Experience of using a wiki for learning and 
communicating among senior students”

� LifeLong Learning in Europe (LLinE) Journal, 
Helsinki, September issue.

� Enhancing ICT education for senior students. The Senior
Citizens’ University in Spain is promoting a comprehensive 
formal, non-formal and informal approach to ICT learning 
among senior citizens



The SCU web site

� We want to apply previous ideas in our web site, 
because:

� We are the admin of the website and we can change it

� We can evaluate how this task develops 

This is a well-know activities enviroment for the learners� This is a well-know activities enviroment for the learners



In this learning partnership…

� He have some ideas (following 
the next slides). 

� Some of them still need to be 
studied carefullystudied carefully

� Next academic year, we will 
apply gradually some of them

� We are looking forward for 
feedback and suggestions



WikiSenior started Feb. 2009

� It has reached 162 (60 
in front page) articles 
about:

� Technologies� Technologies

� Cooking

� Tourims

� Local history

� Personal experiences

� But we would like to 
make it bigger

� We do not want 
compete with Wikipedia



Our next steps (aims)

� Open to everybody.

� Possibility for everybody 
to register

� Open to other 
learning activities

� Languages

Do some parts multi-
to register

� Promote it highly.

� Workshops (classes)

� Include content of SCU 
activities

� Socio-cultural activites

� Trecking

� Promote in the province

� Do some parts multi-
language

� Change structure

� Add categories

� Problems

� Vandalism: solved 
with authentification?



Promote the creation of blogs

� We want to find at least one 
writer that participates in:

� Treckking

� Chorus� Chorus

� Teatre

� Socio-cultural activities

� Events

� Delegations of the SCU

� Blogs also create simplified 
social networks (RSS, 
followers, creators, 
comments)



The web site: CMS Joomla

� A CMS is a Content 
Management System

� The Senior  Citizens’ 
Web page is a CMS Web page is a CMS 
done in Joomla.

� There are other 
CMS, like Drupal, 
MediaWiki, phpBB, 



What is a Content 
Management System ?

� Is a platform to build web-
sites

� To build a web-site with a 
CMS is like doing a house CMS is like doing a house 
with prefabricated modules.

� You do not have to thing in 
the implementation, only in 
what you want 

� You can add functions as you 
wish (thank to the modules)



The structure

� Modules

� Content,  newsletter, 
blogs, forums, 
miling, surveys, miling, surveys, 
calendars… 

� Bridges

� External forums, 
wikis, photo gallleries 
(flickr)

� Authentification







Blog Planet

� It is very easy to 
write in a blog:

� You only have to 
write an e-mailwrite an e-mail

� A blog planet in 
the SCU will allow 
to have all 
centralised blogs



A test group

� Create for 4 learners 
in a rural town

� http://fontsdellosar.
blogspot.com/blogspot.com/



� Little steps to reach participation…





Photo album

� Allow the learnes to upload the photos 
(need to moderate)

� Allow a comment system or  star



Participation

� The SCU has a section where the learners can write.

� They do it by sending it to the SCU web site admin

� It would be good to have a comment and star system It would be good to have a comment and star system 



Do not forget: we are an 
educational institution !!

� We will teach and promote 
the use of ICT tools, but we 
do not want to substitute 
others (like facebook, others (like facebook, 
wikipedia…)

� Once they become confident 
participating thought the 
web, next steps (long term) 
would be to learn trough the 
web: semi-virtual learning, 
help each other, etc



How can learning be enhaced?

Technologies

� Forum ?

� Chat ?� Chat ?

� Moodle

� Creating FAQ’s from 
learners’ questions

� Letting learners to 
create materials 
(wiki)



Motivation

� Facilitator/tutor to help

� Teachers should also create a Blog 
to complement and practise with 
their exampletheir example

� Learners that like an activity (e.g. 
Treckking), will be able to read 
more and comment.

� To enable (adding tools) that make 
possible the feedback for content 
creators

� Showing the learners the impact of 
their work



� First results in next 
meeting


